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The distinctíon between forl!"ol and pedogogicol g'·ammars is of pri
me importance to the teacher of foreign languages. 

The.·e has been a tendency in Foreígn Language Teaching to take 
whatever it can from the fashionable linguistic trend and apply it directly to the actual 
teaching situaf¡on. lt became parttcularly evident when the Structural Llngu1stic Approach 
was developed This · scientiLc'' way of looking at language analysíng it as if it were 
an animal o" a plant,. cutting ii· into pieces and reconstr·ucting it fr:om the smallest unit pos 
sible has •nfluenced language teach;ng •o a tremendous!y important extent. Texts hove 
been graded according to this strategy, which was the procedure to onolyse a language, but 
not the one to teoch tt Research techníques applied when studying a subject ( language, 
animal, plant) are not necessarily applícable to ihe teaching of these subjects, still less 
in the case of su eh a compl ex process as 1 anguage. 

A Formal Grammar, be\"· St•uctu•·al, Transformat;onal " Generat:ve, 
Tagmem:c Scaie and Catego•y, etc., has to be Utered befo,.e using ·~ •n the class•oom. 
Th•s filte" is what we cal! Pedagogical Gramma~· . Then, the role of the pedagogic 
gramma• is that of an inte~prete- be+ween a numbe~· of formal g•ammars and the classroom ... 
In p•actícal terms, the task of appHed l•nguistics might seem to be to take a g(ammatical te
pie and go to d fferent formal g'ammars to di seo ver what sta1·ements ~hey hove to offer, and 
after examination with pa·ticu!ar learners ín mind, the target is the production of L T mate· 
rials stressing particular aspects of the grammatical topic in hand'' (Candlin, 1972). 

Chomsky distinguishes between l·ngu;stic and pedagogic grammars, 
stating: 'A grammar describes and attempts to account fo¡· the ab¡Pty of the speaker to 
understand an arbit··ary sentence of h1s language and to p:oduce an appropríate sentence 
on a gíven occasion. lf a pedagogíc grammar .t aHempts to prov'de a student with this ~ 
bility if a 1 nguistic g·ammar ít aims to discove. and exhib!t ,•he mechanisms that makethís 
ach1evement possible. · (Chomsky,. 1966) 

The aim of th1s paper ts to presen~ sorne of the conclusions that one 
can derive from descr.pt:ons which a•·e based on Tvansfo·matwnal Generative Grammar,. so
me of wh.ch are not at all new. as one can t:ace them back to Tradít:onal Grammar analy· 
ses, This appa·ent lack of originality can be explained in two ways a) it is the manner 
m which they are expla:ned by Formal G¡·ammars what makes of a seriesof isolated com
ments classíLcat!ons or lists of examples in Tradítional Grammars, something coherent 
and unified sharing a common underlying explanat;on and b) as Chomsky puts it, "A tra~ 
ditional or structuralist description can be immediately incorporated into a Generative Gram
mar to the extent that ,t is co rect and does not rely on the 'intelligence of the reader" 
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and his '1 inguistic intuition"'. (Chomsky, 1966) 

Formal Grammars hove studied Relative Clauses from various angles 
and/or hove concentrated on sorne of their characteristics, establishing relationships be
tween this type of clauses and structures which are apparently quite different or seemingly 
unrelated. 

Sorne of these studies are presented and commented on in the follo
wing sections, keeping in mind a pedagogical point of view. 

SECTION l.-

Kuroda, in "English Relativization and Certain Related Problems" 
(Language, Vol 44, Nº 2, 1968) describes as a "remarkable fact that the English words 
used as lnterrogative Pronouns are al so used as Relative Pronouns", This coincidence 
could be considered accidental, as the word 'bank', in 'bank of a river' and 'savings bank', 
or we might assign sorne semantic characteristics to these two kinds of pronouns. Current 
transformational analysis postulates the sorne WH- marker for relatives and interrogatives 
and Kuroda concludes that as in both relativization and interrogation the WH- word is to 
be preposed, one transformation has to take care of the preposing in both cases. 

He deals with four entities: 'what' and 'which', both as interrogati
ves and relatives. He employs the examples given by Lees in "The Grammar of Engl ish 
Nominalization" to illustrate the two uses of 'what': 

a) what lay on the table was the issue. 
b) what lay on the table was the tissue. 

lnterrogative 'what' is derived: WH + something ---•• what 

The indefinite pronoun 'something' can be analysed as: 

SOME PRO --+•something in which 'SOME' will be 'indefinite 
'PRO', a noun, and so we hove: 

determiner' and 

WH + SOME + PRO -----+) WH + something ------+) what 

f d d b h d Np 'WH + SOME' This orm is ominate y t e no e in a sentence, 
being dominated by 'Determiner'. 

lntroducing the following rules: 

i. WH .... SOME -----)• what 
ii. PRO J 0 (after what) 
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we get: 

S 

WH + SOME PRO 

\/ 
what 

H we want to account for the relative pronoun 'what' in sentence b) 
by means of rule i. we have to take the two underlying VP' s: 

l. wasthetissue 
2. ley on the table 

(Assuming that their subjects are coreferential and identical (1), re
tativization is possible). Their subjectswill be denoted by X. 

We thus obtain: 

Det X (WH Det X lay on the table) was the tissue. 
l. J, \, 

WH+SOME+PRO 

Applying the same rules i. ond ii. for the interrogative pronoun, we 
get: 

rule i • Det X (what PRO lay on the table) was the tissue. 
rule ii. Det X (what lay on the table) was the tissue. 

( 1) See Section 2. 
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In order to get rid of 'Det X' at the beginning of the sen ten ce, v.e ap
ply rule iii. - Det PRO--· 0 (before WH SOME PRO). 

So we obtain sentence b., which, according to Kuroda: has been re·· 
lated by certain traditional grammarians and by transformationalists as well 1 to senten· 
ce c. 

c. that which lay on the table was the tissue. 

In fact, b. could be said to derive from c. by rule iv. 

rule 1v. THAT WHICH ___ _,. what 

Kuroda goes into deeper waters, but 1 hope that by means of t hes e 
few examples one can realize that there is a relationship between relativization and m
terrogation. 

The teacher has to notice that the examples given by Kuroda prove 
that relative and interrogative pronouns are formed in the same way, but this does not 
mean that relative clauses and interrogative sentences are formed in the same way, i.e. 
they are structurally equivalent. 

e. What he sai d was repeated by everybody. 
f. What did he soy? (1) 

SECTION 2. 

Another fact which has been discussed by grammarians (ancient and 
modern) is the identity which has to exist between the antecedent and the relative pronoun. 
This 'identity condition' has not meant exactly the same for everybody, or for the same per·· 
son at different stages in the development of a grammar. 

We can take earlier transformational work based on Chomsky (1957), 
which refers to LEXICAL IDENTITY, meaning that NP' s were identical only if they con
sisted of the same lexical items. 

In "Aspects" we find the expression STRICT IDENTITY, which in

eludes both LEXICAL and REFERENTIAL identity (Chomsky 1965). 

In: 'the man - (# wh- - the man- had been fired #) returned to work' the two NP's 
'the man' hove to be referentially identical if we want to apply relativization. 

(1) This would be specially misleading far Spanish speaking students, as for them several types of relative 
and interrogativa constructions are very similar, sometimes not requiring a change in word order. The 
examples given in English can be translated: Lo que dijo fue repetido por todos. ¿Qué dijo 7 . 
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Bach refers to this problem when dealing with the relationship bet

ween o sentence having on embedded relative clause ond two sentences joined with a con

¡ unction, such as: 

a, Someone who drove downtown robbed a bank. 
b. Someone drove downtown ond robbed a bonk, 

b. could be expended: 

c. Sorneone drove downtown ond that one robbed a bank. 

The function of the 'one' s' is to indicate this 'identity of reference'1 

and could very well be replaced. We con use subscripts to distinguish 'one
1

' from 
'one

2
' 1 or sirnply 'x 1 y 

1 
z' 1 etc, 

Our sentence could be described then: 

d. Sorne x drove downtown ond x robbed a bonk. 

Compare: 

torneone else } 
e. Someone drove downtown robbed a bonk. 

sorne· other one 

f. Sorne x drove downtown ond sorne y such that x :1= y robbed a bonk./ 

The identity between relative pronouns ond ontecedents has to be 
token into account when preporing exercises suéh as combining two sentences into 
one by rneans of embedding. Sorne texts employ the concept of lexical identity for
getting about referentiol identity, or simply taking a simplistic point of view 1 do not 
show the possibility of having different lexical items with referential identity. In a 
very cornmon type of exercise, students are asked to moke one sentence out of two: 

a. this is the dog 
b. the dog caught the ball 
c. thís is the dog that cought the ball. 

We cou 1 d ver y well hove: 

a. this is the dog. 
b. i t caught the ball. 
c. This is the dog that cought the ball. 

1 think this would reproduce a more natural situation. more 1 ikely to 
be found in real language. 
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SECTION 3.-

Another fact that has been pointedoutby formal grammarians is the 
relationship between Relative Clauses and phrases with preposed adjectives, such as in 
Bach' s example: 

a. The philosophical Greeks liked to talk. 

which is an ambiguous sentence. lts two underlying meanings can be accounted for if 
we find out their corresponding relative clauses: 

b. The Greeks, who were philosophical, liked to talk. 

c. The Greeks who were philosophical liked to talk. (1) 

d. 

We hove to be careful and so we cannot general i ze and soy that any 
adjective can be derived from a relative clause. lf we take d. we can see this very 
clearly: 

i . 
11 . 
iii. 

A heavy drinker always enjoys a pint. 
A drinker, who is heavy, always enjoys a pint. 
A drinker who is heavy always enjoys a pint. 

In order to derive d.i. from a relative clause we hove to realize that 
the word 'heav/ can only be token as deriving from an adverbin the embed~\ sen -

tence: 'i" _, 
_..·· / r' 

iv. Someone who drinks heavily always enjoys a pint. - fltr.~" 
We hove to notice that the noun 'drinker' in d.i. appears 6~ a verb (Jrirrk) in the r~ 
lative clause in d.iv. But do we always find a verb from whJ~tp,~erive our nouns? 
Consider: "-·, 

e. i • A good teacher A teacher who i s good 
One who teaches well 

but 

11 • A good .:zar A Czar who i s good 
One who 'czars' well 

1 thinks that teachers may employ this relationship between adjec
tive clauses as a device for expanding the students mastery of English syntax, and as a 
procedure for clarifying ambiguous situations. lt is my impression that this can be done 
only at advanced levels, when dealing with text analysis and interpretation, as well as 
with translation and composition. 

(1) For 'Tense', see Section 4, 
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SECTION 4 ... 

The problem presented in the previous section, dealing with adjec
tives as derived from relative clauses, can be expended and discussed from another angle. 
We can take NP's containing an adjective, as in: 

a. 1 was watching the beautiful girl. 

Grammarians hove explained that the rule for reduction of relative 
clauses with predi cate adjectives is formulated in terms of deleting 'WH Aux be', and 
so." we should be able to give the relative clause from which the NP 'the beautiful girl' 
comes. But we find that there are two possible sources: 

b. the girl who is beautiful 

c. the girl who was beautiful 

This problem is discussed by Bach, who arrives at the conclusion 
that 'most commonly it appears to be the Past Tense in Non Present contexts cnd Pres
ent elsewhere'. 1 suppose that Non Present contexts refer to Past, if we look careful
ly at the examp 1 es he pro vi des: 

1 • The Russians will puta man in the moon who is well trained. 
11. Stalin !"'ade short shrift of those who didn't ogree with him. 
111. 1 Ol"' watching a girl who is beautiful. 

Again, 1 think this point can be discussed with advanced students 
but not at elementary stages, 

Spanish speaking students would not find this structure very new, 
as it exists in Spanish, with the additional complexity of the use of the subjunctive in sorne 
cases, sentence i., for instance. (is =sea) 

SECTION 5.-

There is an innocent looking structure which is used in most En
glish textbooks even ata very elementary stage, in spite of the fact that it has not been 
taught before. Formal grammars connect it with relative clauses. 1 am referring to prepo
sitional phrases used as noun modifiers: 

a. The man on the right is drinking beer. (the man who is ... ) 
b. The knife in his hand is sharp (the knife which is ... ) 
c. What do we call the sea between these countries and Africa? 

(the sea which is ... ) 

These exampl es are token from Hornby' s 'Oxford Progressive En-
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glish Alternative Course' and appear in the first ten lessons of Book A. This structure 1s 
not taught in the four books of the Course. 

Carlota Smith refers to these prepositional phrases when she deals 
with the deletion transformation, which optionally deletes 'AUX be'. This works very well 
with the examples she gives, and with the enes 1 hove given above (a,,b,, ande). Buthow 
cou Id we account for a sen ten ce 1 i ke: 

d. What is the fifth letter from the right? (which appears in Hornby's book A)? ls it deri
ved from something 1 ike: 

e. What is the fifth letter which is from the right? 

lt seems to me that this derivation from a relative clause is a good 
explanation,. but nothing more than this. The teacher does not need to worry about the com
plexities lying behind this structure, as students seem to acquire its use without great di
fficulty. 

SECTION 6.-

The negation of elements, as opposed to sentence negation, can be 
explained by means of embedded sentences. In this respect, Bach says: "As a matter of 
fact, possibilities for negation provide a good clue asto whether a sentence is composite 
or not'', 

1 shall take his example which is classical, to illustrate this point. 

a. The professors signed a petition 

lf we start from its underlying from b, we can see that it can be ne
gated in three different ways: 

b. The enes who were professors signed something which was a petition. 

i • The professors did n: t sign a petition. 
NEG the enes who were professors signed something which was a petition. 

i i • The professors didn' t sign a petition. 
The ones NEG who were professors signed something which was a petition. 

iii. The professors didn't signa petition. 
The enes who were professors signed something NEG which was a petition. 

The important fact for the teacher is to realize that the three possi
bilities suggested by Bach, plus others that one may add (1), do exist, and he has to be aware of 

(1) The professors didn't signa petition (butthey supported anel 
Tlíe professors didn't slgn a petition (butthe petition) 
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the prosodic features wh ich show these underlying meonings. lt is not the teacher' s con
cern to investigate whether each of these different meanings has a different deep struc
ture or v.hether they all share a common base and their differences belong to the morphopho
nemic level. 

Teachers may take a sentence in the native language of his st u
dents and vary its meaning by giving prominence to different elements in it, not necessa
rily in the negative construction exclusively, so asto make the students realize that the 
language of everyday life does employ this kind of device to enrich communication. Then 
it will be very easy for them to get the English sentences. 

SECTION 7,, 

The difference between Restrictive and Non Restrictive Clauses. 
(Defining and Non Defining, or Restrictive and Appositive (2)) is 

perhaps the best known aspect of Relative Clauses which has been studied. lt is described 
and taught in most textbooks and it is interesting to notice that the differences between 
them are signalled in ternis of meaning rather than of structure. lt is recognized in them 
that intonation (or punctuation) plays an important role, and there are exercises which drill 
th i s aspect. 

Sorne formal studies, such as Carlota Smith! s, point out that there 
are sorne structural characteristics which differentiate Restrictive and Appositive Relative 
Clauses. According to her the determiner of the Noun Ruase is the deéisive element in 
the acceptance of relative clauses. 

Traditionally, two types of determiners hove been fundamentally dis~ 
tinguíshed" the definite and the indefinite articles. But thi s distinction is not enough, and 
she suggests that there are other additional elements that can be regarded as determiners 
or part of the determiner 

a) Mass nouns and proper names (they hove aJ! determiner). 
b) all any etc. (they may be considered part of Det. (Pre Det.)). 
e) Pronominal genitives ('his', 'John' s') (They behave as Dets.), 

Speakers distinguish noun phrases in terms of definiteness not only 
when they carry the determiner 'the' or ''a'. 

The following NP' s are ordered according to definiteness 

John 
the man 

any man 

(2) Carlota Smith s terminology 

my book 
the book 

a book 
any book 
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Smith groups determiners in three categories, called: 

- Unspecified (any, all) 
- Specified (a, the, 0) 

- Unique ( 0 (proper names)) 

There is another distinction which 1 hove to make before going into 
further explanations. The concepts 'contained' and ''containing sentence'. In 'the ball 
that he bought is blue': the containing sentence is 'the ball is blue' and the contained 
sentence, 'he bought the ball'. 

This distinction 1s relevant because it is the determ¡ner in the con 

taining sentence the one which conditions the relative clause we can embed. Now we are 
in a position to show the relationship between determiners and restrictive or non restric · 

tive clauses. : 

UNIQUE DETERMiNERS 0 (proper names) Accf!Pting only APPOSITIVE CLAUSES 

SPECiFIED DETERMINERS a the 0 accepting APPOSITIVE AND RESTRICTIVE 

UNSPECiFIED DETERMINERS any all accepting only RESTRICTIVE CLAUSES 

In order to apply the Relative Transformation we need a Relative 

marker, which wíll be part of the determiner. In ofher words, determ!ners wi 11 hove R 
and/or A relative ma~kers when they can accept R and/orArelativeclauses' (1). 

These are sorne phrase structure wles tb produce determiners with 

the app•opriate relative markers (1): 

Noun phrase 

Determiner 

Proper· name 

Specified 

Unspecified 

Definí te 

----~ Determiner + Substantive 
Proper name + (A) 

---~> SpeciHed + (R) +(A) 
Unspec~fied + (R) 

) 0 
Definí te 

(Predeterrniner + 
lndefini:te 

a 
> Predeterminer 

1 

------,) the (+ lntensifier 1 if no A and no Predeterminer) 

(1) Token ftom Carlota Smlth's a"ticle 'Dete(mine>·s and Re!or:ve Clauses on a Generat:ve G,·ammac of English'. 
Language, vol. 40, 1 (1964). 
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lndefiníte ----~ a(+ lntensifier2 if no A and no Predeterminer) 

----~ each, every, sorne, aiL any, etc. Predeterminer 
1 

lntensífe,
1 

lntensd)er 

----:> very etc. 

2 
------'" mere, utter. perfect, real, etc. 

The follow'ng examples i llustrate the acceptabil ity of Relative 

Clauses by detenniners 

A Rel 1 John who knows theway has offered to guide us. 
R Rel 2 * John who is frorn the South hates cold weather. 

A Rel 3 They pointed to a dog, who was looking at him hopefully. 
R Rel 4 They pointed to a dog who was looking at him hopefully. 
A Re! 5 * Any book wh eh is about lingu:stics. ¡s interesting. 
ARel 6 The book which is about Hnguistics is interesting. 
R Rel 7 Any book which is about linguistics is interesting. 
R Rel 8 He 1 i ves ~ n a skyscraper that i s twenty stori es hi gh. 
R Rel 9 The man who fíxed the radio left this note. 

She also mentions that relative clauses of the Restrictive type, do 
not combine w'th possessive genit~ves:. 

10 The man s car wh1ch he bought last year •••• 
11 , . the man s old car •••• ' 
12 . +he man s ca• that he bought last year , • , • · 

Another point wo·th mentioning in relation to relative clauses and 
def n'teness ;n the dete'mlne:· is presented by Huddleston (1). He takes the sentences: 

a. The man who carne to dinner stayed all night. 
b. The man stayed al! night .. 
e The man carne to d¡nner. 

and goes on to say· • , , · whe'e does THE come from in b.? The speaker does not presup·· 
pose that the hea:·er can :dentify the man refen·ed to independently of the information that 
he carne to d1nnec. T o t~eat the antecedent as indefinite thus seems more satisfactory from 
a semanti e point of view and al so enables us to explai n certain differences between re· 
st·1ct;veand non rest-ictive relatives. 'lt is frequently pointed out that proper nouns can 

take only non restrictiverelat;ves: theabsence of restrictive relative woulcffollow automatically 
hom the above suggestion that the antecedent in the restrictive construction is always in· 

(1) The Sentence in Written English" Rodney D. Hudd:es·ion, Cambcidge U.P, 1971. 
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definite. That th:s constraint on the antecedent does not hold in the non restrictive con
struction isdue to the fact that here there is no matrix NP !n "the man, who cometo dinner, 
stayed all night' the defin¡teness isa property of "the man" notof the expression the man,. 
who come to dinner', 

My aim inthe presentsection has been to show thatthere ;s arelation 

ship between determiners and •elative clauses. The teacher has to take it into account 
when he prepares his teaching materials. and thus he will be able to avoid the possibility 
of making his students produce wrong sentences. As 1 said befo•e, the difference between 

Restrictive and Non Restr;ctive Clauses has been shown by traditional textbooks pointing 
out their differences in meaning but w:thout reference to st.uctural factors. This would be 
the contribution of a Fo~mal grammar then. 

SECTION 8,. 

Ánother point that 1 shall mention very briefly is the possible dele 

tion of the relative pronoun when its antecedent is the object of the clause. as in the fol 

lowing examples token from Hornby"s OPEAC Book B 

a. These are the photographs (that) we took in London. 

b. Those are the people (that whom) you saw yesterday. 
c. That is the man (that whom) 1 met at the pa'ty. 

lt seems tome that formal grammars take this fact for granted and 
mention it casually,. without going ¡nto detailed descript;ons. 

This is particularly difficult for Spanish speakers as in this 1 an

guage the rel ati ve pronoun cannot be del eted. Moreover there 's the eh o ice between two pro 

nouns. 'que'' and ' quíenn. The fo;.·mer is most commonly used both for Humans and Non 

Humans. The latter is general! y preceded by a preposrtion to indicate Dative e a S e 

11 "" '" " d' d hH u su a y a or con an 's use w · ·· uman nouns. 

An explanation concerning the difference between sub¡ect and ob 

ject is req~ired •• This can be exemplified in class by taking the two underlying senten 

ces and using the personal pronoun ·n the second 

a. These are the photographs. We took theiT' in London 

b. Those are the peop!e. You saw themyes!e~day, 
e, That is the man. 1 met hirr at the party. 

The students. already familiar with the personal pronouns, will real. 

ize that the use ofthem'and'him' in this case shows that they pedorm a given function, 
Objective Complement in this case. Sorne will also notice that the two sentences can be 

put together if we simply delete the personal pronoun. The teacher may choose another al. 
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ternative. and arrive at the final sentence in this way;. 

These are the photographs. We took the photographs in London. 
r 1 These are the photographs. We took them in London. 

iii These are the photographs which we took in London. 
i v These are the photographs w~ took in London. 

lt wi 11 depend on the students' level and on the objectivest~eteach
er has in mind whether he chooses one way or the other. 

There are two other cases in which the relative pronoun is deleted. 
The particular problems can be centred in the fact that in sentences like a and b the rela~ 
tive ítem has the function of subject~ . 

a. lt was John did it. 
b. , There' s a man wants to see you. 

Huddleston considers them 'non basic' relatives, and he did not find 
examples in the corpus he analysed. We will not deal with them in this paper. 1 

SECTION 9 

'Jther relatives, besides the relative pronouns already mentioned (who, 
which that. etc.),, which are the most common, are 'when', 'while', 'where' and 'why'. 
Huddleston employs the term 'pro·form' to cover both types of relatives. He mentions that 
when whi le' where' and wh/ are interesting in that the antecedents are NP's, not ad· 

verbials of time. duration, place or reason. Thus the structure for the relevant part of (í), 
for example. is shown in the following PM: 

i) Photosynthesis takes place only at times when the light intensity is low. 1 

Prep. Phrase 

/~ 
at 

/ 
NP 2 

1 
N 

1 

times 

NP 1 

\ 
S 

when the light intensity 
is low. 
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The 'at' preceding 'times' is nota necessary part of the const·uc 
tion -compare the times when the light intensity is low are more frequent than 'l'ight be 
irnagined'. or exarnple (ii) where there is no for' preceding 'severa! reasons. 

i i) Tnere are severa! reasons why y(r) fluctuates. 

This type of relative. in my experience, does not presentspecialprob 

lem, ancl it is not necessary that the reacher isolates it frorn the other structures, i.e. the 
relatives errploying :who·. 'which' and that'. 

SFCTION 10.-

There is still another relative that we hove not rnentioned.' 
lt is the possessive · whose', As with the rel ati ves mentioned in 

the previous section .. it is not necessa•y to teach it separately, as it obeys to the sorne 
general principies. As in the case of whom", a relative clause containing the possessive 

can be related to underlying sentences paying special attention to the possessive pronoun 
in the contained sentence: 

a. i. Here's the man whose daughter Jack is going to ma:·ry. 

i i. Here' s the man. Jack i s go1ng to marry hi s daughter. 

b. i. D¡ckens, whose novels are still ve::y popular lived in the 19th c. 
ii. Oickens lived in the 19th c. His novels are still very popular. 

1 said in Section 8 that Spanish speaking students found it difficult 

to distinguish between "who' and ''whkh". because this distínct!on does not exist :n 

thei~ language. V1ith whose' it is just the othe1· way round. as :n this language there are 
four items for the possess've r·e!ative: ·cuyo' 'cuya'. 'cuyos' cuyas, 

CONCLUSION. In these 10 Sect¡ons 1 hove descr;bed ve:y br·efly sorne of ¡·he aspects 

which formal grarnma ians hove stud;ed in connection with Relative 
Clausesandl havet~iedtoindicate sorne of their possible applications to the teaching of En 

gl i sh as a foreign 1 anguage. 

This paper cannot take into account al! the teaching situations in 

which the teacher finds hímself. all the differences in the object¡ves that he has establis 
hed,. the type of students he is teaching etc.. etc. 1 am conscious of the differencesofap. 

proach that underlie the teaching of English to adults who need the language forbibliog· 
raphical purposes orto university graduates who will do research in an énglísh speaking 

country, just to mention two situations. · 

These will be the particular cases that will finally rnaÍ<e the text · 

book writer and the teacher choose the application that he rnay hove for conclusions such 

as the ones presented in this paper. 
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